MEMORIAS
Video: https://www.dropbox.com/s/07k06xb5z432hwz/MEMORIAS_ELO.mov?dl=0
MEMORIAS is a project that takes, shares and mixes personal memories that are
expanded in three different materialities: text, visuals and sounds. This project
understands the memory as a system built through individual and collective
resemblances that form personal histories. This means that through our own
experience, we can connect with others, triggering alternative images in different
people. The production of MEMORIAS involved three steps: 1) writing six
autobiographical short-stories, 2) designing and programing six mini-languages using
the autobiographical stories as the conceptual base, and 3) conceptualizing these
elements into one space/time.
The stories are connected to my lived-experiences, through hearing, writing, watching,
reading, seeing and listening to the word that surrounds me. These stories are written
using commas and points as musical pauses related to the voice, rather than just
grammatical punctuation. For the piece, this implies using the pause as a pivot for
travelling or expanding to other ideas/images/resemblances/materialities, instead of
finishing or cutting them. This pause also allows the sentences of the stories to have a
certain degree of modularity to change the arrangement without losing meaning. These
stories are written in two languages: Spanish and English. Yet, they are not translations
of each other but rather, distinct versions that explore both similar and different ideas.
Within this context, each shared memory/image is an assemblage of different bodies
and relations. Therefore, by having two versions we are also having two different
focuses on the same bodies, exploring in two different ways the materialities that
compose these memory assemblages.

The second stages use these stories to design and program six mini-languages that
mix natural languages that could also trigger visuals or sound outputs through a
collaborative environment. Each one of the six mini-languages is producing different
sounds and visual outputs, and all of them have their specific syntax. “Write” and “See”
use just sample voices (from the written stories), recording two different voices that
provide different materialities and textures to this layer. "Watch" uses Cello and
Paetzold pre-recorded samples. “See”, and “Listen” produces synthesis: the former
does audio synthesis and the latter the visual synthesis. “Hear” uses pre-recorded video

clips with different textures (close-ups of flowers, water and some animals can be found
and a personal and intimate perspective).

For the assemblage stage, this installation is using Estuary -a browser-based live
coding environment. The nature of Estuary is to host different programming languages
for live coding in the same environment, allowing easy collaboration with different logics
to produce audio-visual experiences. The idea is that all mini-languages/stories/
assemblages/materialities coexist in the same space, not always fully present but still
there. Coming back to the idea of how we experience the world, our remembrances, our
bodies and our memory comes in a flux of different textures and images that make
sense to the whole experience. The project is though to be presented as an immersive
installation and in live-performance settings. Within these spaces the attendees can
experience different ways, textures and logics to approach visual and sound through the
use of memory as a trigger. In MEMORIAS, these different materialities are not
presented as separate beings, they are parts of the same experience, a collision of
many memories that can exist in the same space/time/experience.
Technical and Logistical Requirements
This is a 15-minutes piece that can be presented in any performance space that could
be dark so the projection will be visible. The requirements for the performance are:
1_ Projector (HDMI cable preferable), as well as space to project (can be a white screen
or a white wall).
2_ Sound system: The piece has two options: Stereo sound and 4-channel setting
(preferable). For the latter, a mixer is needed.

